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Decathlon is making hockey accessible to the
many. We are providing you with our most
complete offer yet. Complimenting our Kipsta
range we have Adidas and Grays to ensure you
have everything you need to enjoy the game.
Decathlon Hockey kit allows you to play at an
affordable price. We know that it can cost up to
£100 just to get the basics. For less than £50
you can get the same quality, or better, in
Decathlon.

forgetting all our products have a two year
guarantee so you have confidence in your
choice.
Over the last two years these products have
been developed by hockey players, for hockey
players. We have tested them extensively, not
just in the laboratory but on the field of play too.
Our sticks have featured in senior internationals
and the highest domestic leagues.
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FH100 Unicorn & Piranha Stick: The
graphics make the game more appealing
to new comers. 100% wood. Not much of
a bow. Great for learning the basics.
26”, 28”, 30” variations
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FH100 Stick: A more serious design for
the older players. A step up in
composition too, 50% wood and 50%
fibreglass, meaning more power.
32”, 34”, 36.5”
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We are not just here for kit, we want to help you
grow your local community & thrive together.

The more serious players are often looking at
£90 to £130 for a pair of shoes, and £200-£400
for a stick. Kipsta delivers the same quality but We have put our passion into developing this
at £49.99 for shoes and £109.99 for a stick. Not range & want you to enjoy the game we love.

FH100 Junior Shoe: Great grip for
FH110 Stick: 100% fibreglass stick
giving more power and a step up in terms beginners. Protection from the ball. .
of maturity for graphics. The composition
EU: 33-38, UK: 14Y-5
is forgiving on beginner skills, while
advancing the strike. 35” and 36.5”

INTERMEDIATE
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FH500 Stick: As you progress your game the composition of your stick will change.
The more carbon there is, the more rigid the stick is. This aids power transferrence,
but means you need to have a higher skill level to control the ball. The FH500 is 50%
carbon, 5% aramite and 45% fibreglass, meaning you have a great compromise.
Available in: 36.5” & 37.5”
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FH510 Stick: The same composition as
the FH500 but now in a low bow, making
3D skills easier.
Available in: 36.5” & 37.5”
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FH100 Shoe: The thick sole of the shoe
raises you off the turf & protects your
feet. The grip gives you good basic
control on the pitch.

EXPERIENCED
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FH900 Stick: For those who want to bring more power and flair into their game
the FH900 is incredible value. It is ideal for those who want to drag flick, whip out
3D skills and throw the ball long distances. When desiging this stick we prioritised
touch and control. Despite the soft feel as you receive and move the ball it has 95%
carbon composition giving you huge power.
Available in: 36.5” and 37.5”
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FH500 Shoe: Incredibly light weight with grip perfect for both sand dressed and
water based pitches this is a brilliant shoe. The in built sock feature gives you better
transference of energy & a more accurate feel of the pitch. With the inbuilt sock it
is worth going up a size to allow for this. The shoe utilises the K-Ring technology of
popular running brand Kalenji so is suitable for neutral, pronators and supernators.
Available in: EU36-46, UK 3.5-11
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FH100 Hockey Gloves: The problem most
people have with gloves is not being able
to feel the stick. We solved the problem!
This glove has an exposed palm without
compromising protection. Winner!
Available in 2XS-L
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MG100: While rugby and boxing mouth
guards aren’t quite right the MG100 is
desgined to protect you from the impact a
ball can have and is hockey specific.

FH500 Socks: As the winter closes in we all need to find ways to brighten the
training sessions up. Here is the answer! Our range of socks covers more serious
single colours and designs that allow you to express yourself. Perfect for the dark
winter nights, and for summer tour.

Kids: £2.79, Adults £2.99

Available in UK Childrens Size 12 up to adults size 11

Training Accessories
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A bit about us
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By hockey lovers, for hockey lovers

Rubber Pitch Markers: We all know
hockey is a sport of agility so if you’re
looking to have a dynamic session and
reduce the risk of injury this pack of ten
will be essential.
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3.2m Agility Ladder: An agility ladder will
help your players develop footwork while
saving you time laying out cones so you
can focus on actual coaching!

40 Cones: When you’re running a
coaching session you need to have clear
colours to define zones & changes in
action. These sturdy cones will stand up
to the challenge & are easy to carry.
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Water Bottle Carrier: Makes carrying 6
bottles simple. The easy fold away
mechanism means you can de-clutter the
dug out once players are grabbing the
bottles.

When we decided to take hockey seriously
we ensured our management team
understood the game. This meant only
recruiting passionate hockey players and
covering the game from absolute beginner
to current senior international.
Our motivation is to make hockey accessible
to the many. Everyone involved has coached Our UK Hockey Leader
at grass roots level and helped thousands of
others enjoy the game.
Simon Webb, with nearly 25 years hockey
experience, leads Decathlon UK on this
We know the game has been exclusive &
journey. His passion started in Ely, then
expensive for a long time. Today we change when he left University & joined Cambridge
that.
City he stepped up his coaching,
management & umpiring experience. He
Touch, Control, Protection
has now coached or managed from grass
roots level up to EuroHockey level &
Our three priorities mean you can enjoy the umpired at regional premier league.
brotherhood, the family, of hockey. This is
a game that allows you to express yourself “Decathlon has the power to change
& we ensure you do it safely. Our shoes &
hockey, we can remove barriers to the game
sticks are made in the best factory in the
& change it for the better. Our goal is to
world & designed by some of the brightest make sure everyone in the UK who wants to
talents in hockey.
enjoy hockey can enjoy hockey.”

